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The Automatic Millionaire is not about getting rich overnight. You don't get rich in days; you get rich in decades by
creating a system that makes it so that you literally can't fail.

Samenvatting Making your money work for you The step-by-step guide and no-budget, no-discipline,
no-nonsense system makes reaching financial security amazingly simple and easy, no matter what your
income. You can get on top of your day-to-day expenses. You can have the money to get the things you want.
You can build a seven-figure nest egg that will keep you secure and comfortable for the rest of your life. This
book has the power to secure your financial future and change your life. All you have to do is follow the
one-step programme - the rest is automatic! David Bach really cares about you: No matter who you are or
what your income is, you can benefit from this easy-to-apply program. You and your loved ones deserve big
bucks! If becoming self-sufficient is important to you then this book is a must. The Automatic Millionaire is a
fast, easy read that gets you to take action. David Bach is the money coach to trust year in and year out to
motivate you financially. Pay yourself first and make it automatic! Equally important, this book shows you
how to simplify and automate your entire financial life. Allen, coauthor of The One Minute Millionaire The
Automatic Millionaire is brilliant in its simplicity and thoroughly enjoyable to read. This is one of those rare
books that can really change your life! Read this book, follow his advice, and it will change your life. The
Automatic Millionaire is a practical and smart guide to mastering your relationship with money. It has never
been more possible for you to get out of debt, achieve financial independence and build a financial fortress
around yourself than it is today. This fast-moving book by David Bach gives you the practical strategies and
techniques you need to take complete control of your financial life and become the millionaire you want to be.
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The Automatic Millionaire is a practical and smart guide to mastering your relationship with money." - Barbara De
Angelis, Ph.D. author of What Women Want Men to Know "More people will become millionaires in the years ahead
than in all the previous years of human history.

I was in my mid-twenties and was teaching an investment class at a local adult-education program. Jim
McIntyre, a middle-aged middle manager for a local utility company, was one of my students. The request
surprised me. My Grandma Rose Bach had taught me never to judge a book by its cover. Maybe Jim had just
inherited a lot of money. For his sake, I hoped so. What has stuck in my mind about Jim is that he was wearing
a short-sleeved dress shirt with a plastic pocket protector in his breast pocket. His wife, Sue, had a little more
flair, with some seriously blond highlights. She was a beautician, a couple of years younger than Jim. They
were holding hands like two high school kids on a first date, bubbling with excitement. Before I could ask
how I could help them, Jim started talking about his plans and what he would do with his free time. What
makes you so certain you can afford to? Then Jim turned back to me. He gazed back at me serenely. I looked
first at their tax returns. Not rich, to be sure, but a decent income. How much did they owe? I scanned their
financial statements. There were two homes listed: And there was more. Talk about a substantial asset base.
By any standard, the McIntyres were rich. In fact, it was completely realistic. More than realistic--it was
exciting! But there was something about the McIntyres that impressed me. To the contrary, they seemed
perfectly ordinary--your average, nice, hardworking couple. How could they have possibly amassed such
wealth at such a relatively young age? To put it mildly, I was confused. But I was also hooked. I was in my
mid-twenties at the time, and even though I was making good money, I was still basically living paycheck to
paycheck. Many months it seemed that instead of getting ahead, I was falling behind, working harder and
harder to make ends meet. It was embarrassing, really, and frustrating. Here I was, a financial advisor teaching
others how to invest, and I was often struggling myself. Even worse, here were the McIntyres, who probably
in their best year barely made half of what I was making, and yet they were millionaires, while I was falling
further and further into debt. Clearly, they knew something about taking action with their money that I needed
to learn. And I was determined to find out what it was. How could such regular people have amassed such
wealth? Eager to know their secret but not knowing where to begin, I finally asked them, "Did you inherit any
of this? Our parents taught us a few commonsense rules about handling money. We just did what they said,
and sure enough it worked. The same is true for a lot of people we know. In fact, in our neighborhood, about
half our friends are going to retire this year, and many of them are even better off then we are. The McIntyres
had come to interview me about how I could help them, but now I wanted to interview them. I mean, they look
rich, but when you get into the details of what they really have, it often turns out that they are not only not rich
but broke. Just this morning, I met with a man who drove up in a brand-new Porsche, wearing a gold Rolex
watch. He looked loaded, but when I went through his statements I found he was actually leveraged to the hilt.
Plus he was paying alimony to two ex-wives. We all began to laugh. He handled his finances just like he drove
his Porsche: Then you guys come in. You drive up in a Ford Taurus. Jim here is wearing a ten-year-old
Timex--" "Nope," Jim interrupted with a smile. So please tell me--what was your secret? You must have one,
right? Sue looked at Jim. You teach it every day. We just lived it.
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Do you want to be rich? How great would it be to be a millionaire and not have to worry about money? One of
my goals is to become a millionaire. I want to not have to worry about money in the future. How can we
achieve these goals? Is becoming rich easy? What if I told you, there was a one-step formula to follow, to live
life and finish rich? I will be sharing with you my thoughts in a book review of The Automatic Millionaire , by
David Bach. The Automatic Millionaire , by David Bach, contains a plan for you to retire rich. David Bach
argues there is one thing you need to do to finish your working years rich: In The Automatic Millionaire, Bach
talks about why paying yourself first will enable you to become a millionaire, automatically, and lays out a 7
step plan for financial success. The rest of the post includes a summary of The Automatic Millionaire, my
takeaways from the book, and my recommendation for you. Summary of The Automatic Millionaire The
Automatic Millionaire is all about automating your personal finances so you can focus on living life. There are
so many solutions through technology that after setting up, you can forget about and grow your wealth. Let
technology handle the transfers from your paycheck to savings, investment accounts, debt pay accounts, and
charity. The 1 Tip for Becoming Rich: Pay Yourself First Paying yourself first will enable you to become an
automatic millionaire. Many us pay ourselves last: At the end of the month, whatever we have left, we maybe
put into savings. There has to be a better way to save right? In The Automatic Millionaire, paying yourself
first means putting money in a traditional retirement account â€” saving your pre-tax income for the future.
Paying yourself first means prioritizing your savings and investments first, before anyone else gets your
money. The Latte Factor, David Bach talks about, is the small daily expenses which have the potential to add
up over time. David Bach recommends examining your expenses that sounds familiar to my advice, the first
step to financial success is tracking your expenses! Pay yourself first automatically. Deposit your paycheck
automatically. Having an emergency fund is essential. What happens if you lose your job? What happens if
something breaks in your house? Make sure to transfer your cash over automatically to your emergency
account so you can make sure it happens. Fund your dream account automatically. Similar to 3, what are you
looking to do in the next years that will require a nice cash payment? Want to take a nice vacation! Personal
finance is personal! Pay your credit card bills automatically. After destroying your debt, make sure to pay off
your credit card each and every month. Interest is a waste of money! Pay all your monthly bills automatically.
Give to charity automatically. With money, comes opportunity. Giving back is one of my goals in the future, I
want to help others reach their goals. Monetarily or with your time works here. I volunteer at local high
schools and provide advice to Masters students in the program I went through. Following these steps will
definitely help you get to financial freedom. Unapplied knowledge is useless until it is appied! For me, I
thought The Automatic Millionaire was a great and quick read with many actionable tips. Add in the
occasional coffee and treat from Target I love me some Monster trail mix! My Recommendation for You The
Automatic Millionaire is a easy and quick read with many actionable tips. Tracking your income and
expenses, and automating your finances will do wonders for your financial situation. Are you on the way to
becoming a millionaire, automatically? Are you following The Automatic Millionaire Blueprint?
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budgeting, being frugal, and.

He includes everything you need to know, with step-by-step instructions, including phone numbers and web
sites, so you can get started right away. Why not let where you live make you financially secure and ultimately
rich? David Bach will show you how. You buy a home, live in it, then buy another. You build your wealth
through real estateâ€”and then retire rich. It may sound too good to be true. The question is, will it happen for
you? Read a few pages. All you have to do is follow his easy program to go from renter to owner, and from
owner to Automatic Millionaire Homeowner. The rest is automatic! Now, in The Automatic Millionaire
Homeowner, David Bach reveals why buying a home and investment properties is not only possible, it is the
surest way to reach your seven-figures dreams on an ordinary income. You must first own a home, and make it
the foundation on which you build your financial security. You should buy even if you have credit card debt.
You can get started in any marketâ€”boom or bust. Whether you are a renter or already own a home, David
Bach gives you a lifelong strategy for real estate based on timeless wisdom that is tried and true. He includes
everything you need to know, with step-by-step instructions, including phone numbers and websites so you
can get started right away. His road map to ownership is easy to follow and, best of all, it makes the process
totally automatic. Why not let where you live make you rich? From the Hardcover edition. About The
Automatic Millionaire Homeowner How does an ordinary person with an ordinary income reach their
seven-figure dreams? The financial coach who has helped millions to finish rich is back with a simple,
powerful solution to get rich in real estate. In his new book, tailored for a Canadian readership, he shows
exactly how to make that happen with a simple, automatic plan you can read in an hour and put into place
today. Renters will learn how to buy a first home, even with lousy credit and tiny savings. And existing
homeowners will find out how to turn the roof over their heads into a powerful investment that doubles,
triples, and quadruples in price while you simply enjoy living in it. The Automatic Millionaire Homeowner is
brilliantly simple, easy to read, highly motivational with a realistic, take-action method for achieving financial
prosperity in real estate, starting now. Bach offers time-tested tactics on all the essentials, including:
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The Automatic Millionaire Workbook, which you hold in your hands, is based on the international best-selling
book The Automatic Millionaire. In a very short period many people from all walks of life and income levels
have been helped by the simple and powerful message. My dream with The Automatic Millionaire was to
create a book you could read in less than an hour and a half and a plan you could implement in less than sixty
minutes. So why write a workbook? Why create a companion guide to The Automatic Millionaire? For
starters, many of my readers maybe you have written to me asking for it. My goal with The Automatic
Millionaire Workbook is to help you create a simple, complete, step-by-step plan that will make you a
millionaire by the time you retire â€” and help you retire earlier than you ever thought possible. The
millionaires know the strategies that work and follow them. Now I can say with confidence: The questions are
very straightforward; answering all five takes about three minutes. But they reveal everything about your
financial prospects. Do you know your Latte Factor? Do you "Pay Yourself First"? Have you made your
financial plan automatic? Do you own your home? How do you answer the Five Questions now? This book is
filled with exercises based on The Automatic Millionaire but taken several steps further. The exercises give
you the tools you need to turn the ideas from that book into concrete plans you can put into action today.
Every step of the way, I will guide you through the concept; then the exercises will make it personal by
showing you how you can apply the concept to your life. I want you to follow through! Use the
"Brainstorming Breaks" as a journal â€” your place to get down on paper the thoughts that are in your head
and heart. And I will share some real-life success stories from readers who are living the Automatic
Millionaire dream. These stories are fantastic teachers. I hope you enjoy them and they inspire you to take
action. Once there was a country where people went to work for a company, were paid well, bought a house,
raised a couple of kids, and put money into a company retirement plan. If they stayed at the company for thirty
or forty years, they retired with a gold watch, a pension, and lived happily ever after. Unfortunately, today that
Canadian Dream is on life support. Companies are outsourcing and downsizing, the company pension is one
of those things we talk about by saying, "Remember when? According to Statistics Canada, the median net
worth of the top 20 percent of family units in Canada has gone up by 39 percent in real terms over the
previous 15 years. Even the supposedly wealthy Baby Boom generation is on shaky financial ground. About
46 percent of unattached Canadians aged 45â€”64 may not have saved enough to retire at 65 and receive
two-thirds of their income. About 59 percent who do not own a home may not have saved enough. The
unfortunate bottom line in Canada is that we often spend everything we earn From the Trade Paperback
edition.
Chapter 6 : [PDF/ePub Download] the automatic millionaire workbook eBook
The Automatic Millionaire starts with the powerful story of an average American couple--he's a low-level manager, she's
a beautician--whose joint income never exceeds $55, a year, yet who somehow manage to own two homes debt-free,
put two kids through college, and retire at 55 with more than $1 million in savings.

Chapter 7 : The Automatic Millionaire by David Bach Download eBook in PDF - 8FreeBooks
Click Download or Read Online button to get the automatic millionaire workbook book now. This site is like a library, Use
search box in the widget to get ebook that you want. This site is like a library, Use search box in the widget to get ebook
that you want.
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Making your money work for you automatically. In The Automatic Millionaire David Bach unlocks the secret to getting
rich. Cutting through the jargon, it's full of common-sense advice and practical strategies to help you take control of your
finances.
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Come read my book review of The Automatic Millionaire. Sign up our email list and get 2 spreadsheets, 1 worksheet,
and 1 eBook, for FREE right now: Check your email to download the free resources.
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